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Abstract: The ability to automatically delineate individual tree crowns using remote sensing data opens
the possibility to collect detailed tree information over large geographic regions. While individual
tree crown delineation (ITCD) methods have proven successful in conifer-dominated forests using
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data, it remains unclear how well these methods can be
applied in deciduous broadleaf-dominated forests. We applied five automated LiDAR-based ITCD
methods across fifteen plots ranging from conifer- to broadleaf-dominated forest stands at Harvard
Forest in Petersham, MA, USA, and assessed accuracy against manual delineation of crowns from
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) imagery. We then identified tree- and plot-level factors influencing
the success of automated delineation techniques. There was relatively little difference in accuracy
between automated crown delineation methods (51–59% aggregated plot accuracy) and, despite
parameter tuning, none of the methods produced high accuracy across all plots (27—90% range
in plot-level accuracy). The accuracy of all methods was significantly higher with increased plot
conifer fraction, and individual conifer trees were identified with higher accuracy (mean 64%) than
broadleaf trees (42%) across methods. Further, while tree-level factors (e.g., diameter at breast
height, height and crown area) strongly influenced the success of crown delineations, the influence
of plot-level factors varied. The most important plot-level factor was species evenness, a metric
of relative species abundance that is related to both conifer fraction and the degree to which trees
can fill canopy space. As species evenness decreased (e.g., high conifer fraction and less efficient
filling of canopy space), the probability of successful delineation increased. Overall, our work
suggests that the tested LiDAR-based ITCD methods perform equally well in a mixed temperate
forest, but that delineation success is driven by forest characteristics like functional group, tree size,
diversity, and crown architecture. While LiDAR-based ITCD methods are well suited for stands
with distinct canopy structure, we suggest that future work explore the integration of phenology
and spectral characteristics with existing LiDAR as an approach to improve crown delineation in
broadleaf-dominated stands.
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1. Introduction
Individual tree crown delineation (ITCD) via remote sensing platforms offers potential to obtain
detailed tree inventory/information over large areas. ITCD has been used to map species [1],
biodiversity [2], and carbon stocks [3], as well as to quantify tree structural [4] and spectral
characteristics [5]. While manually delineating crowns from high resolution imagery provides
accurate measurements for small scale studies [5,6], effective automated methods are necessary if
efforts are to be scaled to larger geographic regions. An ideal crown delineation method would be
broadly applicable across stands varying in structural and compositional complexity. Given that many
forests across the globe are under increasing pressure from climate change [7], invasive pests [8], and
land-use change [9], reliable methods for measuring and mapping forests takes on additional urgency.
Yet, broad-scale application of automated ITCD techniques remains difficult and reliability is uncertain.
Considerable work has been done to develop and improve automated ITCD techniques [10–15].
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) crown delineation methods tend to be favored over spectral
methods because they are not impaired by shadow and illumination artifacts [16], and because of
their ability to directly measure crown architecture [17]. However, reported accuracies of different
LiDAR-based methods varies considerably [12].
The success of ITCD is directly linked to the architecture of individual tree crowns and their
position relative to neighboring crowns [18]. Crown architecture controls leaf display [19], and trees
must balance resource acquisition (e.g., light capture) with mechanical constraints (e.g., buckling
under their own weight [20]). Tree crown shape is also plastic [21–23] and crown shape is affected by
competitive interactions with neighboring trees [24,25], as well as site history and disturbance [23,26].
Despite the seemingly stochastic nature of crown and stand structural development, there are
also predictable differences between needle-leaf evergreen (conifer) and deciduous broadleaf plant
functional types that influence ITCD. Conifer and broadleaf species differ in their physiological traits
and adaptations to acquire resources [27,28] that manifest in differences in crown shape and stand
arrangement. LiDAR-based ITCD methods have been successfully applied in conifer-dominated
systems [29–31], while broadleaf-dominated systems have proven to be more challenging [17,32].
Discrepancies in accuracy of ITCD methods between conifer and broadleaf systems is often attributed
to the characteristic plagiotropic growth form (ellipsoidal or umbrella-shape) of broadleaf crowns that
make it difficult to identify tree tops, differentiate neighboring crowns, and group split canopies of an
individual crown, such as those arising from forked trees [12].
Despite the challenges, there is a need for ITCD in many regions dominated by broadleaf and
mixed stands. The temperate forests of the northeastern United States are typically dense mixed
species stands with closed canopies, where crowns often overlap and have irregular shape. It remains
unclear the degree to which automated ITCD techniques can be employed in the region, or what
factors influence the success of these automated techniques. Here, we applied five automated
LiDAR-based ITCD methods in a mixed temperate forest across a gradient of plots ranging from
conifer- to broadleaf-dominated. We identified tree-level factors related to tree size and crown shape
and plot-level factors related to vertical and horizontal structural and compositional complexity that
influenced the outcome of our delineation analysis. We discussed how the architecture of individual
trees and stand arrangement influences automated crown delineation results. Finally, we commented
on how understanding the ecology of conifer and broadleaf species might best be exploited to delineate
trees in temperate forests.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Site Description
This study was conducted in a Smithsonian Forest Global Earth Observatory (ForestGEO)
MegaPlot [33] at the Harvard Forest, in north-central Massachusetts (42◦ 32’ N, 72◦ 11’ W). Located
within the Prospect Hill Tract of Harvard Forest, the 35-ha MegaPlot is structurally and compositionally
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representative of mature central New England forests. It encompasses a continuous forest comprised
of mature eastern hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) stands, mixed-broadleaf stands, remnant red pine (Pinus
resinosa) plantations, and a 3-ha swamp [34]. The age structure is dominated by 75–125 year old
second growth forest [35]. Dominant species include red oak (Quercus rubra), red maple (Acer rubrum),
eastern hemlock, and white pine (Pinus strobus). Other common species include Norway spruce (Picea
abies), American beech (Fagus grandifolia) and birch (Betula spp.). There is little terrain variation in
the MegaPlot, and elevation ranges from 340.2 to 367.8 meters above sea level. Soil are primarily
moderately- to well-drained loam formed from glacial till [36].
Between 2010 and 2014 a census of the MegaPlot was conducted, where all woody stems ≥ 1 cm
diameter at breast height (DBH) were mapped, measured, and identified to species [34]. The height of
all stems was estimated using site-specific allometric equations [37]. For the present study, we used
fifteen 20 m radius subplots located across the MegaPlot (Figure S1). Plots were selected to capture a
full range of tree functional composition from conifer-dominated to broadleaf-dominated.
2.2. Remote Sensing Data
LiDAR and hyperspectral data were collected over Prospect Hill by NASA’s Goddard LiDAR,
Hyperspectral and Thermal (G-LiHT) sensor package [38] between 19–21 June 2012. LiDAR point
cloud, canopy height model (CHM), and hyperspectral data were downloaded on 22 October 2018
(https://glihtdata.gsfc.nasa.gov/), and clipped to a 10 m buffered extent of the MegaPlot. The LiDAR
point cloud has an average density of 26.98 points per m2 within the MegaPlot. The hyperspectral and
LiDAR CHM data have a spatial resolution of 1 m. Although LiDAR data from NEON AOP [39] were
collected in 2017, we opted to use the 2012 G-LiHT data set because of its higher point density and
because changes in the canopy since 2012 were minimal.
Aerial surveys of the MegaPlot were conducted throughout the 2018 growing season by an
RGB camera-equipped DJI Phantom 4 Pro unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) equipped with a stock 20
megapixel sensor. The UAV followed a pre-programmed flight path 100 m above ground level at 20
km/h, obtaining a side overlap of 70% and a forward overlap of 80% of the images. The orthomosaic,
generated using AgiSoft PhotoScan, had a spatial resolution of 0.025m but was down sampled to 0.1m
for use in this analysis. Using the georeferencer plugin in QGIS (v. 2.18; [40]), UAV imagery was registered
to the G-LiHT remote sensing data by identifying distinguishable features (e.g., emergent white pine
crowns, MET towers, wetland boundaries) in both the UAV imagery and the hyperspectral imagery.
Each UAV image was aligned with the G-LiHT imagery with 20 control points and transformed using
a first-order polynomial. The resulting georeferenced UAV images were found to be in good visual
agreement and tree crowns aligned with those visible in the G-LiHT hyperspectral and LiDAR imagery
and field-measured stem locations. We further inspected the datasets and confirmed that there was no
tree dieback or notable changes to the forest canopy between G-LiHT and UAV imagery collection.
2.3. Crown Delineation
All tree crowns visually distinguishable within the fifteen plots were manually delineated by
onscreen digitizing of the UAV image collected on September 13th. This study excluded understory
crowns not visible within UAV imagery. Manual delineation of individual tree crowns (MITC ) was done
with a stylus pen using the FreehandEditing plugin in QGIS. While crown digitization across all plots
was performed on the September 13th image for consistency, multiple dates of imagery (September
13th, October 5th, October 12th, and November 4th) were used to help distinguish crowns and identify
the species of each crown based on differences in shadow and phenology (Figure 1).
We manually delineated 650 tree crowns from 14 unique species. MITC species label and associated
stem attributes (DBH and allometrically derived tree height) were manually assigned during the
digitization process from the ForestGEO stem data. In rare cases where a crown could conceivably
belong to one of multiple stems from either the same species or stems from different species that could
not be distinguished using phenology and textural cues, the crown was assigned to the stem with the
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2.4. Parameter Tuning and Accuracy Assessment
To apply each crown delineation method, we optimized parameters against manually delineated
crowns. Each automated delineation technique has different input parameters controlling how the
algorithm searches and delineates the CHM or point cloud, and methods vary in input parameter
complexity. Parameters include search window sizes, maximum height or radius values and
drop-off thresholds. We first applied each automated delineation technique with default parameters.
We specified a 3 × 3 moving window for the lmf tree top detection during default parameterization
because a default parameter was not given.
We then tuned each technique’s input parameters to find (1) the best plot-tuned
parameters—potentially unique parameters that maximized accuracy for each individual plot and (2)
the best generalized parameters—a single set of parameters that achieved the highest accuracy when
evaluated across all 15 plots. Parameter tuning was done using a bootstrapping approach, where input
parameters were randomly selected within a predefined range (Tables S1 and S2). Following each
delineation iteration, accuracy was assessed by comparing the generated AITC polygons to the reference
MITC polygons. Automated delineations were paired to manual delineations (details provided in
supplemental material) so that any given MITC was labeled as either correctly or incorrectly delineated.
A detection accuracy score (DA) was assigned to each iteration:
DA =

nTP
,
N

(1)

where, nTP is the number of correctly delineated AITC and N is the number of MITC [46]. A given AITC
was considered correctly delineated (true positive) if ≥ 50% of the area of both AITC and MITC overlap
(Figure 2; e.g., [47,48]). Each routine, except LI, was iterated 500 times. LI was only iterated 200 times
because it was substantially slower than the surface-based methods and because maximum accuracy
achieved did not improve beyond the first 100 iterations. We retained tuning iterations for the highest
plot-tuned parameter accuracy and the highest generalized parameter accuracy (aggregated across the
15 plots) for each automated crown delineation technique.
To further understand how each method performed at the crown-level, we characterized the
incorrect MITC delineations by type of error. Therefore, each crown was ultimately assigned to one of
four categories based on their overlap with AITC (Figure 2):
1.
2.

3.
4.

Over-segmentation: The intersecting area between AITC and MITC is greater than or equal to 50%
of the area of only AITC , indicating that the automated crown is smaller than manual crown.
True Positive: The intersecting area between AITC and MITC is greater than or equal to 50% of
the area of both AITC and MITC (as defined above), indicating that the automated crown is well
matched to the manual crown.
Under-segmentation: The intersecting area between AITC and MITC is greater than or equal to 50%
of the area of only MITC , indicating that the automated crown is larger than the manual crown.
False Positive: The intersecting area between AITC and MITC is greater than or equal to 50% of the
area of neither AITC and MITC , indicating poor matching of the automated and manual crowns.

Given that any MITC can only be linked to one AITC , in the case where multiple AITC fell within a
single MITC (as can occur with over-segmentation), the MITC was assigned to the AITC that had the
highest proportion of overlapping area with the particular MITC.
2.5. Statistical Analysis
To understand the factors that influenced automated crown delineation success, we evaluated
tree-level variables (field-measured DBH, CHM-derived MITC crown height, and MITC crown area)
and metrics of plot-level vertical and horizontal structural and compositional complexity (canopy
complexity, uniformity of crown spacing, relative density, trees per plot, and species diversity).
Plot-level metrics only included stem attributes associated with MITC data.
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average crown area ranged from 13.75 m2 to 47 m2 . Conifer fraction, as estimated by crown area,
ranged from 14% to 96%. Six of the 15 plots were characterized as conifer-dominated with ≥ 50%
conifer fraction.
Plot-level characteristics showed varying relationships with conifer fraction (Figure S2).
For example, there was a strong positive linear relationship between conifer fraction and rumple
(r: 0.89; p < 0.001). Rumple ranged from 1.34 to 2.16, with conifer-dominated plots occupying the
upper end of this range (1.69–2.16). Species evenness also had a strong linear relationship with conifer
fraction (r: −0.84; p < 0.001), as did Shannon’s Index (r: −0.76; p < 0.001). Conifer fraction showed a
weak, but non-significant relationship with trees per plot (r: 0.41; p = 0.12) and AGI (r: 0.41; p = 0.13).
3.2. Automated Crown Delineation Accuracy
3.2.1. Influence of Parameter Tuning and Differences in Model Accuracies
The influence of generalized parameter tuning compared to default parameters varied by method
(1–41%) (Table 2). While further plot-tuning of method parameters only marginally improved overall
accuracy scores (+2–5%), we chose to continue the analyses using plot-tuned results because plot-level
accuracy (Table S3) improved by as much as 36% (LI) and because we were interested in understanding
the factors that influenced the highest quality delineations.
Following plot-tuning overall accuracy and plot-level accuracy did not vary substantially across
delineation methods. Overall accuracy ranged from 51% by SWS to 59% by LI. Though LI was
marginally more accurate (+4%) than the second highest overall accuracy (MCWS: 55%), it came at a
substantial increase in processing time and complexity of input parameters (and necessarily required
parameter tuning to achieve high accuracy).
Plot-level accuracy ranged from a low of 27% (DALPONTE and SWS; plot 11) to a high of 90%
(MCWS; plot 14). The difference between the most- and least- accurately delineated plot was >40% for
all methods. Accuracy of all methods varied similarly across all plots (Figure S3), and significantly
related to conifer fraction (p < 0.05).
Table 2. Overall site accuracy (0-1 range) of five different automated crown delineation routines.
The table included default, generalized, and plot-tuned parameters. ‡ Conifer and broadleaf accuracies
are from plot-tuned model runs.
Routine

Default

Generalized

Plot-tuned

Conifer ‡

Broadleaf ‡

MCWS
SWS
DALPONTE
SILVA
LI

0.49
0.08
0.46
0.48
0.38

0.53
0.49
0.48
0.49
0.55

0.55
0.51
0.52
0.54
0.59

0.65
0.54
0.63
0.67
0.69

0.40
0.46
0.38
0.39
0.46

3.2.2. Differences in Accuracy across Species
All methods more accurately delineated conifer crowns (mean 64%) than broadleaf crowns (mean
42%). Each method had trade-offs in accuracy at the species level, and no single method stood out
has having the highest accuracy across all species (Figure 4). For example, SILVA delineated red pine
especially well (81%), but had consistently low broadleaf accuracy scores. Alternatively, SWS had the
lowest red pine accuracy (53%) but excelled at delineating red oak in comparison to other methods (+9%).
3.3. Variables Influencing Accurate Automated Crown Delineation
3.3.1. Linear Regressions
Five plot-level variables (J, trees per plot, rumple, H, and AGI) were found to be significant
(p < 0.05) in at least one univariate regression (Figure 5). All five variables were initially included in
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3.3.2. Logistic Regressions
Global logit models consisted of tree-level variables (DBH, height, and crown area) and the
plot-level variables (rumple, J and AGI) identified in the linear regression analyses. Results of the final
logit models are shown in Table 3. Cross validation model accuracy ranged from 61% (MCWS) to 70%
(SWS), suggesting that while we captured the most impactful variables in predicting crown delineation,
there are additional factors unaccounted for. There was no single variable in the logit models that was
included across all five ITCD approaches. However, all but one model (SWS) consisted of at least one
tree-level variable related to tree size and one plot-level variable related to tree arrangement.
Table 3. Results of the logit models assessing the important tree- and plot-level variables influencing
the odds of successful individual tree crown delineation. All variables were standardized prior to
analyses. The table includes the 10-fold cross-validation (CV %) model accuracy estimates, coefficients
of variables in the models and the corresponding standard error (SE) (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001).
Routine

Variable

MCWS

CV %

Coefficient

SE (Coef)

Z Value

p-Value

0.19
−0.38
0.42
0.39
−0.68
−0.49

0.16
0.11
0.14
0.28
0.26
0.26

1.16
−3.41
3.06
1.39
−2.64
−1.89

0.25
0
0
0.16
0.01
0.06

−0.1
0.76
1.25

0.33
0.12
0.25

−0.3
6.39
4.91

0.76
0
0

***
***

0.12
0.36
0.6
−0.25

0.09
0.12
0.11
0.12

1.35
2.88
5.51
−2.11

0.18
0
0
0.03

**
***
*

0.27
0.47
1.04

0.2
0.21
0.24

1.33
2.21
4.37

0.18
0.03
0

*
***

0.41
−0.2
0.5
−0.33

0.11
0.1
0.11
0.12

3.78
−1.97
4.39
−2.75

0
0.05
0
0.01

***
*
***
**

60.77
Intercept
Crown Area
DBH
Height
J
Rumple

SWS

***
**
**
.

70
Intercept
Crown Area
Height

DALPONTE

62
Intercept
AGI
DBH
J

SILVA

65.32
Intercept
AGI
Height

LI

61.54
Intercept
Crown Area
DBH
J

All tree-level variables were important, each showing up in three of the five logit models, though
not always together. Height and DBH always had a positive effect on successful crown delineation.
Crown area had a negative effect in two models, but it had a positive effect on delineation for the
SWS method.
Plot-level variables were not consistently important across methods. Species evenness was
the most important, showing up in three models, and each time having a negative effect on crown
delineation accuracy (p < 0.05). AGI was included as positively affecting delineation in two models (p
< 0.05), while rumple was only included in one model and negatively affected delineation odds (p =
0.06).
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4. Discussion
4.1. Differences between Segmentation Methods
Automated crown delineation shows promise but remains difficult to apply in closed canopy
mixed species forests. Despite methodological differences between segmentation routines, we found
similar patterns in accuracy and in which crowns were best delineated. Even with parameter tuning,
none of the methods produced high overall accuracy (51–59%), and the variation in accuracy across
plots was similar for each method (i.e., the most and least accurate plots identified by each method were
generally the same). Furthermore, all methods better delineated conifer crowns than deciduous crowns.
We found that the point cloud segmentation method (LI) only marginally outperformed the
CHM-based segmentation methods. This may be because our validation method (manual delineation
of UAV imagery) allowed for accurate surveying of canopy trees but did not attempt to address
understory trees. Point cloud-based methods outperform CHM-based methods in detection and
delineation of understory and suppressed crowns [58], but there is less of an advantage for delineation
of canopy trees.
Emerging point cloud segmentation methods have taken novel approaches (e.g., Multiclass
Graph Cut [15]; Mean Shift [59]) that may or may not be better suited to delineate closed-canopy
temperate forests with difficult deciduous crown architecture. However, superior performance of point
cloud segmentation methods is likely to be largely limited by availability of LiDAR data with high
measurement density [60]. An appeal of exploring CHM-based segmentation is the wide and growing
availability of high-quality CHM data, which can make these techniques more broadly applicable than
point cloud segmentation approaches.
One reason that methods that relied on an external tree detection algorithm (DALPONTE, SILVA,
and MCWS) all performed similarly may be because we used the same tree detection algorithm
(local maximum filtering) for each method. Given that we found such little variation between these
CHM-based segmentation methods, this may suggest that the choice of tree detection method (e.g., [61])
is of equal or greater importance than the choice of segmentation method (e.g., region growing vs.
watershed).
Similarities in crown delineation patterns indicate that the ability to delineate crowns is driven
by physical canopy traits across plots rather than by methodological differences in crown delineation
algorithms. Conifer and broadleaf species have evolved traits that distinguish their ability to compete for
resources and respond to disturbance and competition. In turn these traits influence tree height, crown
architecture (crown spreading and leaf-display), and how crowns interact with neighboring crowns.
4.2. Tree Architecture
4.2.1. Tree Size
Taller trees and larger DBH trees were more likely to be correctly delineated using automated
methods. This is in part because large trees often hold dominant positions in the canopy and tend to
have more symmetrical crown shape [21]. Yet, this is also because conifers in the canopy tended to be
taller and have larger DBH (Figure 3). Conifer species identified in the plots have lower average wood
density than the broadleaf species [51,62]. Lower wood density is energetically efficient for height
growth [63,64], while resulting in lower stand density contributions of individual trees [51]. In our
study region, in higher diameter size classes, conifer species diverge from broadleaf species, growing
taller. This divergence is associated with both lower wood density and evergreen foliage [65].
Conifers, especially white pine, are larger (DBH and height) at Harvard Forest because of site
history and growth strategy. Much of the northeastern United States landscape has been shaped by
historical land use [66]. White pine are successful colonizers on disturbed sites, and many of the large
white pines are old-field pines that invaded agricultural and pastoral fields following abandonment in
the mid-1800s [67]. Low density wood, and relatively high photosynthetic rates [27,63] allow white
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pine to achieve rapid vertical growth, and they continue to avoid direct competition by occupying
a higher canopy stratum than broadleaf species. On a canopy height model, emergent white pines
appear as hotspots (Figure S4) because they often stand five or more meters above the continuous
canopy; thus, they are easily detected and delineated by automated crown delineation methods.
4.2.2. Crown Spread
Smaller diameter crowns were more likely to be successfully delineated which, as was the case
with height, is likely related to differences between conifer and broadleaf traits. Conifer crowns
tend to spread less than broadleaf crowns, though it is possible to find white pine or hemlock that
are comparable in spread to broadleaf crowns. However, conifers maintain a more rigid, apically
controlled, growth form and are less likely to exhibit crown plasticity [68]. This results in a singularly
defined orthotropic bole and the characteristically conical crown shape, and it is far rarer to find
conifers with forked trunks and split crowns. This may be because many conifers have evolved in
resource poor conditions, and invest in long-lasting low-nitrogen (N) foliage [69]. Convergent leaf and
canopy structural properties (conical crown shape, clumped foliage) promote light scattering and more
even/diffuse light conditions throughout the canopy, which in turn increases radiation use efficiency.
Ollinger [70] pointed out that plants grown (or adapted to grow) in resource poor conditions allocate
fewer resources to wood compared to foliage, constraining crown spread.
In contrast to conifers, broadleaf species invest in high-N deciduous foliage, with higher
photosynthetic capacities and shorter leaf lifespans. To benefit from this strategy, broadleaf species
must maximize direct light interception. Intermediate- and shade-tolerant broadleaf species (e.g., red
oak and red maple) achieve this by spreading their crowns to maximize foliage display on a more
even plane. Thus, many broadleaf species have weak apical control that results in plagiotropic growth
forms [71]. Weak apical control allows multiple stems to compete for a dominant terminal position, the
result of which can be a broad and flat crown, often with forked trunks and multiple differentiated
sections within a single crown (i.e., crown splitting).
The ability to spread branches laterally is also positively associated with wood density. Higher
wood density is correlated with structural properties, including resistance to splitting, rupture stress,
dynamic breakage, and increased elasticity [20]. While low density wood is a lower carbon-cost
approach to attain vertical expansion, broadleaf species with denser wood can expand lateral branching
without compromising structural integrity [63,64]. This is in agreement with crown radius - DBH
allometric equations developed by Sullivan et al. [37] at the Harvard Forest. They found the slope
of the crown radius - DBH relationship to be steeper for broadleaf than conifer species, and that this
relationship was related to wood specific gravity.
Red oak, in particular, often have substantial crown spread and split crowns. This type of
architecture presents two major challenges for automated tree crown delineation: (1) It is difficult to
define a singular local maximum (tree detection) and (2) crowns either interdigitate with neighboring
crowns—resulting in under-segmentation, or crowns split—resulting in over-segmentation. We found
all methods most often over-segmented red oak (Figure 6). These results agree with other studies that
found broadleaf canopies are often over-segmented [17].
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We found that species evenness was the most important plot-level variable associated with
branches (e.g., red oak), red pine is more susceptible to collision damage. High height:diameter ratios
crown delineation success. As species evenness decreased, the likelihood of successful delineation
coupled with low wood density make the crowns of red pine susceptible to wind damage [76] through
increased. Evenness was likely important because of (1) its negative relation to conifer fraction, and
increased crown mobility and resulting high-impact crown collisions [77] that maintain crown shyness.
(2) a relationship between evenness and canopy space filling efficiency.
ThereEvenness
was a strong relationship between species evenness and conifer fraction (Figure S2); the
4.3. Species
least even plots had the highest conifer fraction, while the most even plots tended to have the lowest
We found that species evenness was the most important plot-level variable associated with
conifer fraction. It is important to note that two of the low evenness conifer plots were artificial in the
crown delineation success. As species evenness decreased, the likelihood of successful delineation
sense that they are remnant red pine plantation [75], though red pine can grow naturally in
increased. Evenness was likely important because of (1) its negative relation to conifer fraction, and (2)
monocultures. However, the other low evenness conifer plot was in a natural mature hemlock stand,
a relationship between evenness and canopy space filling efficiency.
a common occurrence in northeastern temperate forests. Hemlock stands often have low species
evenness because of deep shade cast that precludes the establishment of less shade tolerant species
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NDVI was still positively correlated (r: 0.58) with species evenness, lending support to the idea that
the evenness - accuracy relationship is both a result of conifer fraction and increased crown packing in
higher diversity plots. Future work would benefit from a more detailed analysis exploring how crown
delineation results are expressly affected by local neighborhood tree species diversity (e.g., [89]), and
the interaction of neighboring crowns.
4.4. A Silver Lining: Where Do Automated Crown Delineation Methods Work Well?
Our findings show that automated LiDAR-based ITCD methods have substantial promise for
delineation of large trees. Despite lower accuracy for smaller size trees, these results are encouraging
given the important role large trees play in terrestrial ecosystems [90], especially in terms of carbon
accumulation [91,92]. We were able to successfully delineate 62–70% of all trees ≥ 40 cm DBH, which is
promising for the prospect of tree-centric carbon mapping [3,43].
We also found these methods to perform especially well in conifer-dominated stands.
High accuracy mapping of conifers has important implications for forest management and conservation.
In particular, the ability to delineate mature eastern hemlock could provide important data for
monitoring and mapping hemlock woolly adelgid (HWA) infestations [93]. Given the impact HWA
has on the structure and composition of infested forests [94], existing crown delineation methods could
aid in measuring and mapping HWA impacts.
Much of the northeast United States is comprised of aggrading second growth forest [66]. However,
while our plots cover a range of structure and composition, they are undoubtedly still just a sample of
the different forest types found across the northeast. LiDAR-crown delineation methods are likely
to show varying degrees of accuracy based on additional factors influencing structure, such as stage
of forest succession [95]. Relatively young stands in stem-exclusion stage (sensu [81]) are likely to be
especially difficult to delineate because of high-stem density and intense competition. Given that tree
size [96], stand structural complexity [97], and canopy surface complexity [98] often increase with stand
age our results suggest that mature- and old-growth stands could be delineated with high accuracy.
4.5. Moving forward
While structurally distinct conifers stands are ideally suited for LiDAR-based crown delineation,
these methods may not be ideal for delineating broadleaf canopies due the tendency of broadleaf crowns
to be irregularly shaped, have forked trunks, and overlap with neighboring crowns. Broadleaf species
often lack the distinctive crown architecture of conifers that allows for higher accuracy LiDAR-based
crown delineation.
An alternate path for improving crown mapping of mixed- and deciduous-dominated stands
may lie within the species-specific phenological and spectral traits of broadleaf species. Indeed, much
of the information we relied upon to manually delineate tree crowns—subtle differences in hue and
texture from RGB images—is lost in a LiDAR dataset. Even more information may be available from
hyperspectral or multi-temporal RGB imagery (e.g., [99]). Many studies have shown great success for
spectrally distinguishing canopy species using hyperspectral (e.g., [1]) and multi-temporal imagery
(e.g., [6]), while fewer studies have made use of this wealth of information available to delineate mixedand broadleaf-dominated forests [100–102].
Of course, the use of high resolution imagery in crown delineation has been explored (e.g., [47,48]).
However, many of the studies have relied on panchromatic [4] or single band imagery [103].
Future work could benefit from development of spectral or integrated LiDAR—spectral delineation
methods for distinguishing broadleaf tree crowns. The increasing wide-spread availability of spectral
platforms—including airborne sensor packages that acquire co-aligned hyperspectral and LiDAR data
(e.g., G-LiHT [38] and NEON AOP [39])—adds incentive to develop effective methods because of the
potential to apply methods broadly.
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5. Conclusions
The ability to automatically delineate individual tree crowns in all types of forests would be a
major step forward for applications of remote sensing in ecology and land management. We found
that LiDAR-based crown delineation methods worked well in conifer-dominated stands but were less
reliable in broadleaf-dominated stands. Overall, discrepancies in accuracy appears to be driven by
differences in underlying traits controlling tree architecture and how trees interact with one another
rather than differences between different LiDAR-based delineation methods. While broadleaf crowns
often lack the same level of structural distinction as conifers, they have unique phenology and spectral
characteristics that may be exploited to improve delineation techniques. Our work demonstrates a
need to develop crown delineation techniques that integrate both structural and spectral characteristics
to effectively delineate mixed species stands.
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